Data on secondary acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (sALL) following ALL treatment are very rare. However, the incidence might be underestimated as sALLs without a significant lineage shift might automatically be diagnosed as relapses. Examination of immunoglobulin and T-cell receptor gene rearrangements brought a new tool that can help in discrimination between relapse and sALL. We focused on the recurrences of childhood ALL to discover the real frequency of the sALL after ALL treatment. We compared clonal markers in matched presentation and recurrence samples of 366 patients treated according to the Berlin-Frankfurt-Munster (BFM)-based protocols. We found two cases of sALL and another three, where the recurrence is suspicious of being sALL rather than relapse. Our proposal for the 'secondary ALL after ALL' diagnostic criteria is as follows: (A) No clonal relationship between diagnosis and recurrence; (B) significant immunophenotypic shift -significant cytogenetic shift -gain/loss of a fusion gene. For the sALL (A) plus at least one (B) criterion should be fulfilled. With these criteria, the estimated frequency of the sALL after ALL is according to our data 0.5-1.5% of ALL recurrences on BFMbased protocols. Finally, we propose a treatment strategy for the patients with secondary disease.
Introduction
Secondary or treatment-related acute leukaemia is a well-known complication of previous cancer therapy. The vast majority of cases in paediatric patients comprise secondary acute myeloid leukaemia (AML), whereas secondary acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) is considered to be a rare disease. Case reports of secondary ALL (sALL) in children have been described following treatment of various malignant diseases (Wilm's tumour, Hodgkin's disease, neuroblastoma, Ewing's sarcoma, osteosarcoma, medulloblastoma, retinoblastoma, ependymoma and so on) 1, 2 However, although ALL is the most common malignancy in childhood, the data on childhood sALL following ALL treatment are scarce.
In four large studies describing the incidence of secondary neoplasms in children treated for ALL, no secondary ALL was diagnosed among the total of more than 25 000 children developing altogether 171 secondary malignancies. [3] [4] [5] [6] The data demonstrate two facts (1) ALL treatment bears a relatively low risk in terms of secondary tumours compared with treatment of other frequent childhood malignancies. 7 (2) Diagnosis of secondary ALL after ALL treatment is extremely rare. This rareness might be caused by the fact that ALL recurrence after ALL treatment is usually automatically diagnosed as a relapse of the original leukaemia. Comparative analysis of immunoglobulin (Ig) and T-cell receptor (TCR) gene rearrangements brought a new tool that can help in discrimination between real relapse and sALL clonally unrelated to the original disease. 8 Only very few case reports have been published admitting that a supposed ALL relapse might represent a secondary malignancy but no comprehensive study aimed at determining the frequency of secondary ALL after ALL treatment has been presented so far.
In our study, we aimed to answer the question what is the actual frequency of this phenomenon and to show that it might be underestimated. By comparison of Ig/TCR rearrangements and other markers of the malignant clone in matched presentation and recurrence samples, we screened a series of 366 patients consecutively diagnosed in four centres and treated according to the Berlin-Frankfurt-Munster (BFM)-based protocols. We found two cases with secondary ALL and another three in which the second malignancy is suspicious of being sALL rather than relapse. On the basis of our results, we propose guidelines for defining the secondary ALL after ALL treatment.
Materials and methods

Patients
A total of 366 childhood patients with relapsed ALL were analysed both at diagnosis and recurrence of the disease in four centres (Prague, Paris, Berlin, Rotterdam). All children were treated according to the BFM or BFM-related protocols (BFM (n ¼ 81), (European Organisation of Research and Treatment of Cancer) EORTC (n ¼ 199), (Dutch Childhood Leukemia Study Group) DCLSG (n ¼ 86)). The patients are consecutive unselected cases from given protocols in whom marker stability for all recurrences of childhood ALL was assessed at respective centres. Informed consent for the therapy and joint research examination was obtained from patients or their guardians, and protocols were reviewed by Institutional Review Boards (IRB) or Research Ethics Committees (REC) of respective centres. Patient UPN5 was reported previously in the study concerning Ig/TCR rearrangements. 9 
Immunoreceptor gene rearrangements
We examined the Ig/TCR gene rearrangement patterns in bone marrow samples of ALL patients using PCR primer sets covering the vast majority (490%) of Ig-heavy chain (IGH), Ig-k (IGK), TCR-d (TCRD) and TCR-g (TCRG) rearrangements in B-cell precursor (BCP) ALL and the set of reactions covering the T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (T-ALL) rearrangements (TCRD, TCRG and SIL-TAL1 rearrangements). In cases with no clonal relationship between the samples from diagnosis and recurrence in these loci, we added examination of incomplete IGH rearrangements, and (except for the patient UPN4, where the low amount of available DNA precluded the analysis) both complete and incomplete TCR-b (TCRB) rearrangements. All detected rearrangements were sequenced and compared between the primary and secondary leukaemia to distinguish completely new rearrangements from related rearrangements with secondary changes. In the discordant patients, the diagnostic samples were analysed for the presence of all new 'recurrence rearrangements' to exclude their presence even at lower level in the original leukaemic population. The sensitivity of this analysis was 10
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À5 in the patients UPN1-4 and 10 À2 in patient UPN5. Sequences of primers and PCR conditions were specified elsewhere. [10] [11] [12] [13] To reliably distinguish clonal PCR products from polyclonal, we performed heteroduplex analysis of fragments using polyacrylamide gel. 14 
Fusion gene determination and cytogenetics
Presence of TEL-AML1, BCR-ABL and MLL-AF4 fusion genes was examined as a part of routine ALL diagnostics at original diagnosis and recurrence. MLL fusion sequence in patient UPN1 was established at the Diagnostic Centre for Acute Leukaemia (DCAL) in Frankfurt. A long-distance inverse PCR method was used to determine the genomic fusion break point. 15 Routine karyotyping was performed at diagnosis and recurrence of the disease. In some cases, fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis targeted to MLL gene rearrangements was added at the time of recurrence.
Flow cytometry
Flow cytometry immunophenotyping of bone marrow aspirates was routinely performed at diagnosis and at relapse using panel of mAbs recommended by the European Group for the Immunological Characterization of Leukemias. 16 
Genetic identity confirmation
In three patients (UPN2, UPN3 and UPN4), suspect from the secondary ALL, a patient identity confirmation of diagnostic and recurrence samples was performed to rule out the possibility of sample confusion. Microsatellite testing using AmpFlSTR Profilerplus Kit (PE Applied Biosystems, Darmstadt, Germany) 17 or by PromegaPowerplex 16 kit (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) was used for the affirmation.
Results
Among 366 relapses analysed in our study, we found five cases without any clonal relationship between diagnosis and recurrence of the disease. We aimed to verify the discordance of clonal markers in these patients at different levels -by the analysis of immunophenotype, cytogenetics, fusion genes and Ig/TCR rearrangements. The Ig/TCR rearrangements were present as specific clonal markers in virtually all ALL patients. Thus, we focused on detailed analysis of the rearrangements in the five patients and besides routine Ig/TCR screening, we compared sequences of the rearrangements at diagnosis and recurrence; and we also attempted to backtrack all new rearrangements from the recurrence of the disease back to the original diagnosis. Neither the comparison of sequences nor the backtracking showed any clonal relationship between the primary and secondary leukaemia in these five cases. The patient's characteristics are summarized in Table 1 . In addition to the completely new pattern of Ig/TCR rearrangements at the time of ALL recurrence, 2/5 patients (UPN1 and UPN2) showed additional immunophenotypic (lineage switch from BCP to T-cell leukaemia) and genetic (occurrence of a new MLL fusion gene, loss of TEL-AML1 fusion gene) features supporting designation as the secondary leukaemia. In the patient UPN1, the recurrence referred here is the second recurrence; the first recurrence of this child bore all clonal signs of a genuine relapse with immunophenotype, cytogenetics and Ig/TCR rearrangements corresponding to the original diagnosis. At the second recurrence this patient showed complete immunophenotypic switch from BCP to T-ALL, the blast cells lost their hyperdiploid character (DNA index was 1.17-1.21 and 1.00 at diagnosis, the first recurrence and the second recurrence, respectively) and a novel type of MLL gene rearrangement appeared with a fusion to the MAML2 gene at 11q21.
Discussion
To our knowledge, only six cases of ALL recurrence that might be considered as being secondary rather than relapsing leukaemia have been described so far. The review of the literature is summarized in Table 2 . The list of cases includes three children with 'late developing' t(4;11), 18, 19 and two cases where other translocations involving MLL gene arose (t(11;14) 20 and t (11;16) 21 ). In the remaining case (as well as in the t(11;14) case), the assumption that the recurrence is rather a secondary leukaemia came from the fact that no common marker was found after examination of Ig/TCR rearrangements at diagnosis and recurrence of ALL. 9, 20 We are aware that definite diagnosis of an indisputable sALL is intricate. In most cases, there is a hypothetical possibility that the disease has originated in a very early progenitor with ability to differentiate into very dissimilar cell populations with seemingly no clonal relationship to each other. Unless the leukaemic stem cell is defined, it is virtually unfeasible to rule out the possibility of a biphenotypic/biclonal disease at diagnosis with a small, undetected subclone outwardly unrelated to the predominant diagnostic clone. Such cells could emerge after an effective treatment of the major clone and give rise to a dominant relapse population. Thus, the only virtually indisputable sALLs are cases where a fusion gene, which is thought to be the first hit in leukaemogenesis (for example, TEL-AML1 or MLL-AF4), is lost at the recurrence. To preclude or at least to minimize the risk of a hidden biphenotypic/biclonal disease at diagnosis, absence of all the recurrence-specific rearrangements should be verified in the diagnostic sample.
However, the probability of a recurrence constituted by cells with completely unrelated clonal characteristics but still originated in the same leukaemic stem cell as the original diagnosis is low. Moreover, this dilemma is rather academic as from the practical point of view (for example, treatment purposes) such case should not be considered as a standard relapse anyway.
Our multicentre study is the first to investigate systematically the clonal relationship between presentation and recurrence in childhood ALL. We present a large cohort of patients examined on running trials and analysed subsequently with regard to reveal incidence of possible sALL after ALL treatment. As reports in the literature are extremely rare, no standards defining this issue have been postulated so far. Our proposal for the diagnostic criteria of 'secondary ALL after ALL treatment' is as follows:
No clonal relationship between diagnosis and recurrence (Ig/TCR, fusion genes at DNA level, cytogenetic marker). (B) K significant immunophenotypic shift (typically lineage switch) K significant cytogenetic shift K gain or loss of a fusion gene For the diagnosis of secondary leukaemia, (A) plus at least one (B) criterion should be fulfilled.
In our study, two patients (UPN1 and UPN2) meet our criteria for sALL. The patients fulfilling only the (A) criterion (patients UPN3, UPN4 and UPN5 in our study) are 'possible' secondary ALLs, but without additional evidence the diagnosis of secondary leukaemia could be challenged.
The number of Ig/TCR markers changed between diagnosis and recurrence (the (A) criterion) might also have its significance -providing no identical or related marker is maintained between the two time points, the more changes detected the higher is the probability of secondary ALL. Thus, in our case UPN5 with eight such changes, the sALL is highly possible even without any (B) criterion fulfilled. On the other hand, in case UPN3 (only three changes and no (B) criterion), the diagnosis of sALL could be questioned more easily.
Although the longer remission duration could be considered as a supporting evidence for secondary rather than relapsed ALL, we did not include the criterion of the time to recurrence into our proposal. Studies on very late relapses show that even recurrence more than 20 years from diagnosis are clonally related to the original leukaemic cells (13/13 very late relapses 5-24 years from diagnosis 22, 23 ). On the contrary, very early recurrences (less than 1 year from the original diagnosis) are certainly more likely to be genuine relapses.
Occurrence of a new fusion gene is not a guarantee per se that the recurrence is a secondary leukaemia. For example, the t(9;22), associated with the BCR-ABL rearrangement, could be a late appearing, therapy-related secondary event in the evolution of the primary clone.
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Table 2
Review of the literature -cases of possible sALL after ALL described so far
Reference Original diagnosis Secondary ALL Ig/TCR rearrangements Outcome
Szczepanski et al. Abbreviations: alloBMT, allogeneic bone marrow transplantation; BCP, B-cell precursor; CR, complete remission; Ig/TCR, immunoglobulin and T-cell receptor; NA, not available; P, presentation; R, recurrence; sALL, secondary acute lymphoblastic leukaemia. Ig/TCR: in each patient, different letters stand for different and unrelated rearrangements.
In patient UPN1, we refer to presentation and both first (genuine relapse) and second (sALL) recurrences.
a Cumulative doses of selected drugs preceding the sALL.
Childhood secondary ALL after ALL treatment J Zuna et al ALL is the most common childhood malignancy, and thus it can be supposed that sALL after ALL treatment is more common than reported -sALLs without a significant lineage shift have probably been automatically diagnosed as relapses; in cases where an immunophenotypic shift is considerable (such as in our patients UPN1 and UPN2), the flow cytometry is the first method that draws our attention to a possible secondary disease.
The main oncogenic factors increasing the risk of subsequent neoplasms are a genetic susceptibility and a previous therapy, particularly radiotherapy, topoisomerase inhibitors (etoposide, doxorubicin), alkylating agents (cyclophosphamide) and some antimetabolites (6-thioguanine). More intensive use of some of these treatment options in certain older ALL protocols led to increased frequency of secondary malignancies to almost 5%. 29 Although these components are also used in current BFM-based ALL protocols, the overall extent of the use is relatively low compared to the treatment of other paediatric malignancies and some are applied only in subgroups of patients (T-cell ALL and high-risk ALL). Also the dosing schedule is adapted to cause as little late effects as possible. Only five patients in our study are suspect of suffering treatment-related secondary leukaemia, and all of them were treated according to the standard protocols as well as the rest of the children in this report. Thus, we cannot draw any reasonable conclusion regarding the relationship of primary treatment and the risk of sALL. Nevertheless, it is of note that 3/5 cases in our report (patients UPN1, UPN2 and UPN5) underwent a very intensive therapy before sALL. Patient UPN1 was stratified to standard risk treatment but suffered relapse and received another protocol of intensive chemotherapy before her second recurrence identified as a secondary ALL. Patients UPN2 and UPN5 responded poorly to initial treatment and were restratified to the very high-risk arm of the EORTC protocol and high-risk arm of the DCLSG protocol, respectively.
Previous treatment can play a role in the risk of sALL. However, while the link between specific drugs and the risk of secondary AML is very strong, in secondary ALL the effect of previous treatment is less pronounced. This fact suggests that other mechanisms -particularly genetic susceptibility -might be also involved. Polymorphisms of several detoxification genes (NQO1, CYP3A and GST) have been shown to be related to the increased risk of secondary leukaemia, mutations of ATM gene have been linked specifically to T-ALL. 7, 30 Notably, 3/5 patients described here suffered ALL recurrence from T-lineage when 2 of these 3 T-ALLs represented a lineage shift from BCP-ALL. Detailed polymorphism and mutational analysis of these genes might be helpful in unmasking the sALL pathogenesis.
On the basis of current knowledge on childhood ALL, there are probably three types of disease recurrence:
1. genuine relapse from a resistant diagnostic (sub)clone, 2. secondary leukaemia arising from the original pre-leukaemic clone (with some clonal markers maintained and some changed) as demonstrated in late relapses of TEL-AML1 positive cases 31 and 3. pure sALL, clonally unrelated to the original leukaemia.
It is very difficult to distinguish between the first and second type of recurrence using current standard techniques as in both of these events some clonal markers are maintained between the original diagnosis and recurrence but other can be altered. The only method described so far to distinguish at least some 'secondary leukaemias from pre-leukaemic clone' from 'genuine relapses' is the analysis of the non-translocated TEL gene deletions in the subgroup of patients with the TEL-AML1 fusion gene. Despite the number of published cases where the recurrence is believed to be a 'secondary leukaemia from the original pre-leukaemic clone' is less than 10, 31,32 the published data suggest that the frequency of this type of recurrence can be as high as 20%, particularly in late relapses. 31 The estimated frequency of the pure sALL after ALL treatment is low but not null -according to our data 0.5-1.5% of ALL recurrences on BFM-based protocols. In our study at least two patients belong to the category of pure sALL.
In the 'pure sALL' and the 'sALL from the same pre-leukaemic clone' cases both the previous and the subsequent treatment strategies should be considered. The frequency of these types of recurrence (together possibly even more than 20% of late events) should be considered in discussions regarding an intensity of preceding frontline treatment strategies -these failures might, in fact, occur not because of low intensity of therapy but can be triggered due to overtreatment. As for the adequate subsequent treatment, it should be stressed that we deal in fact with new diseases and not with resistant clones selected by a previous therapy.
On the one hand, the 'sALL from the same pre-leukaemic clone' cases might be candidates for standard frontline treatment rather than intensified relapse protocol; however, as mentioned above, disclosure of these cases and their distinction from genuine relapses in current routine practice is intricate. On the other hand, the 'pure sALLs' represent second independent malignancies of haematopoietic cells and thus some (possibly inherited) susceptibility to the disease must be taken into account. In such cases, haematopoietic stem cell transplantation (SCT) should be considered to replace the predisposed haematopoietic cells. As the 'pure sALLs' (unlike the 'sALLs from pre-leukaemic clone') can be revealed in time to adjust their treatment (immunophenotyping, fusion genes detection and Ig/TCR analysis can all be done within a few days), we suggest an approach applying a frontline therapy followed by SCT for all the indisputable cases. For the 'possible' sALL cases (fulfilling only the (A) criterion from the above sALL diagnostic proposal), we would rather recommend a standard relapse therapy including stratification according to a protocol. However, in the low-risk groups (where there is only a limited SCT indication in most of the current protocols), an SCT should also be discussed based on a deeper understanding and evidence of biological origin of sALL. Therefore, we strongly advocate that all treatment decisions should be handled with caution and should be guided via study centres to ensure a harmonized clinical approach.
